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Model-based exploration of the drivers of mountain
cold-trapping in soil†

John N. Westgate‡ and Frank Wania*

A pollutant is said to undergo mountain cold-trapping if it is found at higher concentrations in a surface

medium (soil, snow, foliage) high on a mountain, where it is colder, than in the same medium lower on

the mountain. The processes that lead to mountain cold-trapping in soil were explored for a set of

hypothetical Perfectly Persistent Pollutants (PPPs) by varying several environmental parameters in a

fugacity based fate and transport box model. These parameters were: the spatial scale of the

mountain; the rate and location of rain; the amount of particles in the atmosphere; the presence and

magnitude of the upslope temperature gradient. The relative potential of each hypothetical PPP to

exhibit mountain cold-trapping was expressed in terms of its Mountaintop Contamination Potential

(MCP). The PPPs with the highest MCPs were those that neither were deposited from the atmosphere

to the surface in the lower zones in the model nor left the model domain without being deposited at

all. The simulations revealed that under most conditions wet-gaseous deposition is the biggest driver

of mountain cold-trapping in soils, and its effects are greatly enhanced by large negative temperature

gradients and increased precipitation upslope. Dry-gaseous and wet-and-dry-particle deposition

processes cause similar PPPs to exhibit mountain cold-trapping, and the contributions to MCP by the

dry processes are of the same magnitude as wet-particle deposition. Dry gaseous deposition alone is

insufficient to cause mountain cold-trapping in soils under any conditions modelled here. Those

measuring organic contaminants in mountains should expect to find that mountains with different

climates cold-trap different pollutants, and that some mountains may not exhibit upslope enrichment

of any species.
Environmental impact

Airborne organic pollutants can become concentrated in surface media in cooler places such as in the highmountains in a process known as cold-trapping. Field
studies of the phenomenon have revealed large variations between mountains, both in the extent of cold-trapping and the identity of the pollutants trapped. A
computer model is used to explore what processes contribute to mountain cold-trapping of which pollutants, and to explain why some mountains cold-trap
certain pollutants and others do not.
Introduction

Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are a set of long-lived
chemicals that share several negative characteristics, one of
which is the tendency to travel long distances and become
concentrated in areas far from their points of release,
including Earth's poles.1 Wania and Mackay2 proposed that,
to a large part, it is the temperature difference between the
tropics and the poles that drives this: POPs with volatilities
within a certain range can volatilize in the warm tropics or
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temperate regions but upon arrival in the colder polar regions
lack the energy to remain in the atmosphere, either becoming
bound to atmospheric particles and being deposited with
them or depositing directly to surface media including soils
and water. Once there, such contaminants are also less likely
to re-volatilize and be transported away than in warmer
regions, although decreasing global concentrations can turn
the process around.3 This mechanism, now called polar cold-
trapping, can be reinforced by lower rates of degradation in
polar regions, which have both lower atmospheric concen-
trations of hydroxyl radical and lower biological activity than
warmer regions. Together these can lead to concentrations of
POPs in similar environmental media with similar histories of
exposure being higher in polar regions than closer to where
the POPs are made and used.4 For example, pine needles in
areas not directly inuenced by local inputs of persistent
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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pesticides had higher contaminant loads in cooler than
warmer regions of Europe, but areas with a history of appli-
cation contain the bulk of the compounds.5

If a temperature difference drives polar cold-trapping, it
stands to reason that other environmental temperature gradi-
ents, such as those on mountains, will also cause cold-trapping.
Indeed, as soon as investigators began to look, evidence was
found suggesting hexachlorobenzene (HCB) undergoes moun-
tain cold-trapping, and is found at higher concentrations in
plants at high elevations than lower areas at the same latitude.6

A review of organic contaminants inmountains provides several
more examples7 and workers around the world continue to nd
evidence of the phenomenon.8–13

There are a host of differences between any two environ-
ments that could affect the relative concentrations of POPs
measured in them. Determining the factors responsible for
any observed differences in concentrations of individual
POPs is, therefore, a challenge. Computer models allow the
simulation of any environment – even an entirely unrealistic
one – and the creation of virtual environments that differ in
as little as one aspect. Comparing which model inputs lead
to important differences in model outputs can give clues
about which mechanisms may be responsible for the obser-
vations made in real systems. While examinations of polar
cold-trapping using models have been ongoing for several
years14,15 mountain cold-trapping has been less frequently
explored.16–18

A comparison of the identities of the organic contaminants
that are found to undergo mountain cold-trapping in the liter-
ature reveals that they are modestly different from those found
to exhibit polar cold-trapping; for instance, mountains tend to
cold-trap less volatile PCB congeners than Earth's Poles do.18

When compared, model outputs from earlier mountain
modelling work in our group19 and the global scale fate and
transport model GloboPOP15 reected these differences,18 but
exactly which differences between the two models led to this
result have not yet been examined.

Additionally, it is also found that organic contaminants
found to exhibit cold-trapping on some mountains are
not found to do so on other mountains: for example Kirchner
et al.9 found that two hexachlorocyclohexanes, HCB and mirex
were found in higher concentrations upslope along only 3 or
4 of 7 elevational transects in the Alps. This may in part be
explained by the temperature dependent efficiency with which
precipitation scavenging occurs,18 but mountains differ in more
than just the temperature of the precipitation.

Here the fugacity based fate and ransport box model,
MountainPOP, was employed to explore which model condi-
tions could lead to the differential cold-trapping of SVOCs
observed by researchers. The obvious contrast between the
globe and a mountain is the spatial scale. Clear differences
between mountains include the magnitude of the temperature
gradient from bottom to top, the presence and location of
precipitation, and the concentration of atmospheric particles.
The changes to the model parameterization that lead to outputs
reecting the actual measurements may hint at the underlying
mechanisms.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Methods
Conceptual framework for environmental partitioning in the
atmosphere

Where an organic substance resides in the environment
depends largely on its relative affinity for the gas phase,
aqueous phases and organic phases. The equilibrium partition
coefficients of a neutral organic substance between gas phase,
water and octanol are commonly used to approximate this
relative affinity.20 These three coefficients are the octanol–air
equilibrium partition coefficient (KOA), the water–air equilib-
rium partition coefficient (KWA), and the octanol–water equi-
librium partition coefficient (KOW). Because of the
thermodynamic relationship between these three coefficients,
two are oen sufficient to describe the partitioning character-
istics of a neutral organic substance and it is possible to dene a
two-dimensional partitioning space.21 The equilibrium distri-
bution of all neutral organic substances between gas phase, water
and organic matter can thus be visualized in Chemical Space
Plots (CSP).21 Most environmental media contain multiple pha-
ses, e.g. the atmosphere comprises not just the gas phase, but
also contains organic particulate matter and liquid water. Fig. 1
displays the CSP for the equilibrium phase distribution in the
atmosphere (assuming a liquid water content of 10�5 and a
particle volume fraction of 10�11 and a particle organic content of
0.1, giving an organic particle volume fraction of 10�12) for all
substances with a log10 KWA from�3 to 10 and a log10 KOA from 3
to 16.22 Substances with a low KWA and a low KOA – in the upper
le portion of the graph – are found almost entirely in the gas-
phase, coloured yellow. Similarly, a substance with a high KWA

and low to middling KOA will be found primarily in cloud drop-
lets, and one with a highKOA will reside primarily on or in organic
particles. The relative sizes of the coloured areas on the graph are
in part controlled by the volume of the phase, so that were the
particle concentration to increase, the brown area would increase
in size relative to the other two phases.22

The behaviour of substances with partitioning properties in
the transition areas between the yellow, blue and brown elds is
of considerable interest. Consider substance X with a log10 KWA

of 0 and a log10 KOA of 11.5 at 25 �C. At equilibrium, 90% of the
mass of substance X would be found in the gas phase of this
atmosphere, and 10% would be associated with particles, while
almost none would be found in the rain droplets. 90% of
substance Y with a log10 KWA of 0 and a log10 KOA of approxi-
mately 13.5 would be found associated with particles, while only
10% would be in the gas phase. With a log10 KOA halfway
between the two, a substance would be found in equal masses
in both particle and gas phase.

A similar situation applies to a substance Z with log10 KOA of
6.5 and log10 KWA of 4, and is primarily found in the gas phase
and partly dissolved in rain water at 25 �C. Thus, 90% of the
mass of a substance with combinations of equilibrium partition
properties that fall on the dark yellow line separating the bright
and pale yellow areas would be found in the gas phase in this
atmosphere. Similarly, 90% of a substance with properties
falling on the dark brown line separating the bright and pale
brown areas would be associated with particles and 90% of a
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232 | 2221
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Fig. 1 Equilibrium phase distribution of organic substances in a theoretical atmosphere as a function of their partitioning properties: >90% of the mass of chemicals
with a combination of log10 KWA and log10 KOA in the bright yellow area is in the gas phase; >90% of themass of chemicals in the bright blue area is in rain water; >90%
of themass of each chemical in the bright brown area is associated with particles; 90% of themass of each chemical with combinations of properties that lie on the dark
yellow, dark blue or dark brown lines would reside in the gas, cloud water or particle phase, respectively, while 10% of the masses of each resides in at least one of the
other two phases; >50% but <90% of the mass of each chemical with combinations of properties falling within the pale yellow, pale blue or pale brown areas would
reside in the gas, cloud water or particle phases, respectively; whether the chemicals in the red box are mostly in the gas-phase or mostly in rain water depends strongly
on the temperature of the air (Tatm); whether the chemicals in the green box are mostly in the gas-phase or mostly associated with particles depends strongly on Tatm;
the property combinations of several real families of organic chemicals at 25 �C are plotted: alcohols delineated by the cyan box are non-water-miscible n-alcohols,29

FTOHs delineated by the pink box are fluorotelomer alcohols,27 PCBs delineated by the navy polyhedron are polychlorinated biphenyls,30 PFAS delineated by the lime
box are perfluoroalkylsulfonamides,27 P[FClBr]DDs delineated by the purple polyhedron are polyhalogenated dibenzo-p-dioxins,31 and SFAs delineated by the red
trapezium are semifluorinated alkanes.32
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substance with properties falling on the dark blue line sepa-
rating the bright and pale blue areas would be found dissolved
in rain water. Substances with equilibrium partitioning prop-
erties between these dark lines are found in signicant amounts
in more than one phase.

Equilibrium partitioning properties can be very sensitive to
temperature,20 changing by more than 3 orders of magnitude
over the range of environmentally relevant temperatures
(ca.�20 �C to +35 �C). For many substances this will appreciably
affect their distribution in the environment. Again consider
substance X, which was judged above to be 90% in the gas
phase. If we assume its partitioning properties KWA and KOA to
increase by 2 log units when temperature drops to 0 �C, then the
CSP in Fig. 1 suggests that 90% would be associated with
particles in the atmosphere. Similarly, substance Z undergoes a
2 log unit increase in both KOA and KWA as the temperature
drops from 25 �C to 0 �C it moves from being 90% in the gas
phase to 90% in the rain water. The red and green boxes in Fig. 1
highlight ranges of equilibrium partitioning properties for
substances that would be expected to undergo signicant
changes in environmental phase distribution in the atmosphere
with changes in air temperature (Tatm). It makes intuitive sense
that at lower temperatures substances tend to move toward the
condensed phases of rain water and particles. This partitioning
of a substance between air, water and particles determines the
processes by which it is removed from the atmosphere.
2222 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232
Atmospheric deposition to surface media

For a substance to be considered cold-trapped on amountain, it
must undergo some process of deposition to surface media
from the atmosphere that is driven by temperature. Wet-
gaseous deposition is the process in which rain scavenges gas-
phase substances and deposits them to surface media such as
soil, vegetation or surface waters. Thus, whether a substance is
primarily in the gas-phase or dissolved in rain water controls
whether or not it is appreciably scavenged by this mechanism.
The red box in Fig. 1 highlights the range of partitioning
properties of substances for which Tatm controls wet-gaseous
scavenging. A substance that remains largely in the gas-phase at
the temperatures low on the mountain would not be appre-
ciably scavenged by rain and remains in the atmosphere to
potentially be advected further up the mountain. If the
substance undergoes a signicant change in atmospheric phase
distribution into the rain water due to the decrease in temper-
ature higher on the mountain, as described above, it may then
be subject to wet-gaseous deposition higher in the mountain
and become cold-trapped (Fig. 2, middle panel).

Substances associated with particles are subject to deposi-
tion from the atmosphere to surfaces either by the particle
settling – called dry-particle deposition – or by the particle being
washed from the atmosphere by precipitation – called wet-
particle deposition. A substance that is not appreciably associ-
ated with particles at the temperature at the bottom of the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 2 The processes by which mountain cold-trapping occurs: to become cold-
trapped by dry-gaseous deposition a PPP (pink) must have a soil–air equilibrium
partition coefficient KSA at the temperature lower on the mountain (T1) that
prevents it from sorbing too much to soil directly from air lower on the mountain
and a KSA at the temperature high on the mountain (T2) that causes it to sorb to
soil directly from air so that it does not all exit the system (top); to become cold-
trapped by wet-gaseous deposition a PPP must have a water–air equilibrium
partition coefficient KWA at T1 that prevents it from partitioning mostly to
precipitation (PY) and thus be deposited with it and so it is available to move
further upslope, and must have a KWA at T2 so that it partitions from air to PY and
is deposited to the surface with PY there (middle); to become cold-trapped by
wet- or dry-particle deposition a PPP must have a particle–air equilibrium partition
coefficient KPA at T1 that prevents it from sorbing to particles and being dry-
deposited or PY scavenged with the particles so it can proceed upslope and must
also have a KPA at T2 causing it to partition to particles so that is either dry
deposited or PY scavenged with the particles higher on the mountain (bottom).

Fig. 3 Conceptual framework for the MountainPOP2.0 model.
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mountain remains in the gas phase and can potentially be
advected further up the mountain. If the substance is signi-
cantly more sorbed to particles at the cooler temperature at the
top of the mountain, then that substance can be deposited via
dry- or wet-particle deposition and is thus cold-trapped (Fig. 2,
bottom). Those substances with combinations of partitioning
properties in the green box of Fig. 1 are those for which Tatm
controls whether or not they are subject to particle-bound
scavenging, and thus this form of cold-trapping.

The simplest process that moves substances from the
atmosphere to the surface is dry-gaseous deposition: a
substance that partitions signicantly more to the atmospheric
gas phase than to the Earth's surface (soil, vegetation, water
bodies) at the warm temperature at the bottom of a mountain,
but signicantly more to the surface than the atmospheric gas
phase at the cooler temperature at the top of the mountain
would be cold-trapped (Fig. 2, top). The magnitude of this mode
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
of scavenging is limited somewhat by this exchange occurring
only at the contact surface between the atmosphere and the
surface, while the wet processes and exchange with airborne
particles occur throughout the volume of the atmosphere.
The model

MountainPOP2.0 is a fugacity based dynamic (non-steady-state)
fate and transport box model, adapted from the model created
by Daly et al.17 A mountain is described by a series of altitudinal
zones in sequence; in this work, always ve (Fig. 3). Each zone is
parameterized with a length and has its own temperature, rate
of continuous precipitation and concentrations of contaminant
in its compartments.

Each zone contains only two environmental compartments:
soil and atmosphere. Zones can differ in their depth of soil,
height of atmosphere, and fraction of soil organic matter, but
for this work each of these is equal in all zones. Contaminants
can move between zones only in the atmosphere. Preferential
up-slope wind advects contaminants between zones, as does
down-slope mixing, dened as a fraction of the up-slope wind.
Wind, and thus contaminants, are free to move out of the model
by advecting down from the lowest compartment, or up from
the highest compartment.

Unlike the model used by Wegmann et al.16 to explore
mountain cold-trapping MountainPOP stands independent of
its surroundings: inputs of contaminants to the mountain
system are model parameters, not functions of their calculated
global fate. Pollutants are emitted only into air of the lowest
model zone, representing either transport into that zone from
outside of the model domain, or use in the zone where
anthropogenic activities such as industry, powered trans-
portation and agriculture are highest.

Chemicals are described wholly by their temperature-
dependent partitioning properties and their degradation rates.
As this work investigates environmental differences, simula-
tions were run for hypothetical Perfectly Persistent Pollutants
(PPPs), which differ only in their KOA and KWA. The temperature
dependences of these two coefficients are described by van't
Hoff equations in which, for the bulk of the simulations,
all PPPs had the same energies of phase transfer (DUOA of
�83 kJ mol�1 and a DUWA of �63 kJ mol�1). A small sub-set of
simulations was run using DU which vary as a function of KOA

(see ESI†).
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232 | 2223
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Once a PPP is in a zone the processes it undergoes are all
functions of these partitioning properties. These processes
include: dry- and wet-gaseous exchange between air and soil;
partitioning between gas and particle phase in air, and subse-
quent dry- or wet-deposition to soil for particle-bound species;
partitioning between soil organic matter and soil pore air and
soil pore water. The temperature dependent equilibrium
between environmental phases within each compartment
occurs instantaneously, and then the directions and magni-
tudes of the inter-compartment and inter-zone processes are
driven by the instantaneous current concentrations and the
advection of the environmental phases themselves, where
applicable.

The chief differences between the ve zones that allow the
model to describe mountains are their temperatures and
dimensions.

Mountaintop contamination potential

To compare two chemicals' tendencies to become enriched up-
slope on a mountain, or any chemical's tendency to become
enriched upslope in two different mountains, a Mountaintop
Contamination Potential (MCP) was dened as

MCPi ¼
P5

n¼4

mi;Soil

P5

n¼1

½mi;Soil þmi;Air�
(1)

where i is the PPP being modelled, andmi is mass of i. In words,
MCP is the ratio of the mass of PPP i in the soils of the top two
zones to the mass of PPP remaining in the entire model
domain. Unlike the MCP dened in earlier work with Moun-
tainPOP, the mass in air of the top two zones is not included in
the numerator.17 If one considers a PPP that is found almost
exclusively in the soil compartment of the model, by this de-
nition a PPP with equal concentrations in all zones would have
an MCP of 0.1, because the top two zones contain 10% of the
soil in the model, because they are the smallest two zones (see
below). That is: MCPs of 0.1 and below are not indicative of cold-
trapping.

The scenarios

Four sets of simulations were run: the scale scenarios, in which
the length of the model compartments was varied, the precip-
itation scenarios, the particle scenarios and the temperature
scenarios. In each case, the model was run for PPPs with every
combination of log10 KOA from 3 to 12 and log10 KWA from�3 to
5, in half-log unit increments. It was run for a xed time of 25
years, yielding MCP25. Some simulations in which the model
was allowed to run until near steady-state, giving MCPSS, appear
in the ESI.† Model results are plotted on a CSP dened by
log10 KOA and log10 KWA with the MCP values represented by
colour (Fig. 4, upper le). The partitioning property values in
the gures are those for the PPP at 25 �C, not their values in the
simulations.

The scale scenarios. An obvious difference between Earth
and a mountain is the size. In exploring why the global and
2224 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232
mountain models give different results MountainPOP was run
at ve different scales in which the overall length of the
mountain was changed. As the wind-speed is constant this has
the effect of altering the residence time in the atmosphere in the
model from 40 min at the smallest scale to �28 days on the
largest. 12 km was used to represent a single PEAK; 120 km
represented a mountain RANGE; 1200 km served as a scale for a
REGION; 12 000 km is roughly the distance from Earth's
equator to the Poles and served as a scale for the HEMISPHERE.
These scenario names are chosen to give an idea of the size of
each mountain as the variable of horizontal scale is explored in
isolation, not to suggest the simulation is appropriate for
understanding transport on these large scales. The width of the
mountains remained the same at 10 km, as did the height of the
atmosphere, which at 600m represents only the boundary layer.
The proportions of the lengths of the zones also remained the
same. For instance the 12 km long mountain has zones with
lengths of 6.2 km, 3.1 km, 1.6 km, 0.77 km and 0.39 km, and the
120 km long mountain has zones with lengths of 62 km, 21 km,
16 km, 7.7 km and 3.9 km. All of the precipitation, particle and
temperature simulations presented in the main text were
parameterized with the dimensions of the 120 km mountain
range.

The precipitation scenarios. In earlier work precipitation
scavenging was identied as key in understanding mountain
cold-trapping.18 How much and where rain falls on a mountain
may dictate whether or not cold-trapping of a contaminant is
observed. Several simulations were run in which the precipita-
tion was varied from the default 1 m of constant annual
precipitation in each zone. The NORAIN scenario had 0 m of
annual precipitation in every zone. The MORERAIN scenario
had 10 m of rain in each zone, and the LESSRAIN scenario only
0.1 m. In the TOPRAIN scenario, annual rainfall was set at 1 m,
0.5 m, 0.2 m, 0 m and 0 m from top to bottom. Finally, in the
BOTRAIN scenario the values of the TOPRAIN scenario were
reversed.

The particle scenarios. For many chemicals, partitioning to
atmospheric particles and subsequent deposition either on
their own or with precipitation is an important process for its
fate in the environment. To explore the role of this process in
mountain cold-trapping, a set of simulations was run in which
the Particle Volume Fraction (PVF), the ratio of the volume of
particles in the air to the volume of air, was varied. In the
LESSPART scenario the PVF was decreased by one order of
magnitude from the default value of 10�11 and in the
MOREPART scenario it was increased by one order of magni-
tude from the default. In the NOPART scenario the PVF was set
to an arbitrarily small number.

The temperature scenarios. Besides the dimensions, the
main differences between the ve zones in the model are
the temperatures. In most simulations the ‘lowest’ zone has the
highest temperature, and each zone is progressively cooler up
the mountain. Because the model does not contain any snow,
the choice is made to limit the simulations to temperatures
above the freezing point of water. So, also staying within the
realm of environmental applicability, the maximum tempera-
ture range is from 0 �C to 40 �C. Most simulations were run with
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 4 Chemical space plot of the mountaintop contamination potential MCP25 of the default scenario for the 120 km mountain (upper left); that mountain with no
atmospheric particles (upper right); that mountain with no rain (lower left); that mountain with neither rain nor atmospheric particles (lower right). Note the scale of
log10 KWA has been inverted to place the most volatile PPPs in the upper-left of the CSP.
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temperatures of 7 �C, 12 �C, 17 �C, 22 �C and 28 �C. A handful of
simulations were run with different temperature scenarios.
MAXdT had zones, from top to bottom, with constant temper-
atures of 0 �C, 10 �C, 20 �C, 30 �C and 40 �C. COLDdT used 0 �C,
5 �C, 10 �C, 15 �C and 20 �C, WARMdT used 10 �C, 15 �C, 20 �C,
25 �C, and 30 �C, and HOTdT used 20 �C, 25 �C, 30 �C, 35 �C and
40 �C. Finally, in NOdT0, NOdT20 and NOdT40 all 5 zones had
temperatures of 0 �C, 20 �C and 40 �C, respectively. No simu-
lations in this work included seasonality and none had diurnal
temperature changes.
Results and discussion
Interpreting the CSPs

The CSP for the default scenario is shown in Fig. 4, upper le. A
band of high MCP perpendicular to the log10 KWA axis (referred
to as a ‘KWA band’ hereaer), evident in the CSP for the default
scenario at a log10 KWA of �3.5 (Fig. 4, upper le), suggests that
precipitation plays a role. PPPs that partition more to the air
than those along this band (lower KWA, at top of plot) will move
through the model domain and exit without being scavenged by
precipitation. PPPs that partition too much to water from air
(higher KWA, at bottom of plot) will be scavenged as gases in the
lower zones of the model and will not be available for precipi-
tation scavenging in the top two zones. PPPs with log10 KWA
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
within that band will undergo wet-gaseous scavenging and be
deposited to the soil in the top two zones more than any others.
In the default scenario the top two zones are colder than the
others. This decrease in temperature increases KWA and there-
fore scavenging efficiencies. As was argued in earlier work,18

those that are within the band are those that are not efficiently
scavenged by rain at the higher temperatures lower on the
mountain but are efficiently scavenged by rain at the lower
temperature higher on the mountain (Fig. 2).

The band of high MCP perpendicular to the log10 KOA axis
(referred to as a ‘KOA band’ hereaer), evident in the CSP for the
default scenario at a log10 KOA of�8.0 (Fig. 4, upper le), can be
somewhat similarly explained. Octanol is used in the model to
calculate partitioning to organic matter,23 and thus to particles
in soils and the atmosphere. PPPs with sufficiently low KOA (le
side of the plot) will simply move through the model and exit
without appreciably interacting with soil or particles, and thus
have low values of MCP. PPPs with sufficiently high KOA (right
side of plot) will partition relatively more to soils and particles.
Soils are not mobile in MountainPOP, and atmospheric parti-
cles are efficiently scavenged by precipitation. Thus these PPPs
will remain in the lower zones of the model and not exhibit the
strongest up-slope enrichment. PPPs that have KOAs within the
band reach the highest zones and are transferred to the soils
there by either dry deposition or wet particle deposition. Similar
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232 | 2225
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Fig. 5 MCP as defined in EQ1 as a function of time for different deposition
regimes: MCP less than 0.1 do not indicate upslope enrichment as this value
would be attained by a PPP at the same concentration in the soils of every zone.
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to scavenging of gases, this is partly driven by the change in
phase equilibrium from air to organic matter caused by the
lower temperatures higher on the mountain in the default
scenario (Fig. 2).

The two bands of high MCP meet in the lower middle of the
CSPs. However, the highest MCPs occur not at the projected
intersection of the two bands, but at slightly lower KWA and KOA

– that is for generally more volatile PPPs than might be
surmised taking the sums of the processes. However, PPPs right
at the projected intersection of the bands undergo deposition to
surface media by all processes simultaneously, and thus are
removed more efficiently from the atmosphere. PPPs thus
removed are not available for deposition in the highest two
zones, and show reduced MCP compared to the slightly more
volatile species. Looked at from the other direction, some PPPs
that would leave the mountain without being deposited based
only on their KWA or KOA become efficiently deposited in the
highest two zones when they are subject to all deposition
processes.

Further insight into the various deposition processes leading
to cold-trapping can be garnered by ‘shutting off’ individual
routes of deposition. Fig. 4, upper right displays the CSP of the
NOPART scenario – i.e., the default scenario with the atmo-
spheric particles removed. This leaves dry-gaseous deposition
as the only KOA driven mechanism and gas scavenging as the
only KWA drivenmechanism for cold-trapping. The results of the
NORAIN scenario are displayed in Fig. 4, lower le. Here only
dry deposition of gases and particles is possible. The results of
removing both rain and particles appear in Fig. 4, lower right,
revealing potential cold-trapping driven only by dry gaseous
deposition (Fig. 2).

Without particles the KOA band becomes quite wide and
extends to high log10 KOA values (Fig. 4), upper right and lower
right, suggesting that dry gaseous deposition has a lower
specicity than the other processes. Only when particle
concentrations are very low does the KWA band extend across the
entire chemical space (Fig. 4), upper right, and even then it is
shied to lower KWA by the overlap noted above. Which of the
two KOA dependent mechanisms causes the KOA band evident
in Fig. 4, upper le? Even though the strongest bands from
dry-gaseous-only (Fig. 4), upper right or lower right, and dry-
particle-and-dry-gaseous-together (Fig. 4, lower le) are very
close, their magnitudes can be compared, which reveals that dry
gaseous and dry particle deposition contribute about equally to
the high MCP25 of PPPs with log10 KOA around 8.

High and low values of MCP within a scenario are of course
relative: the PPP with the maximum MCP (MCPMAX) does not
necessarily have most of its mass in the highest two zones. In
previous work,18 contamination potentials were normalized to
make them easier to compare. Here MCPs are not normalized
and this highlights other important differences between
mountains. On the 12 km mountain, between 44% and 50% of
the masses of the PPPs with the highest MCPs are found in the
soils of the top two zones aer 25 years. Aer the same simu-
lation time, less than 0.5% of the PPP with the highest MCP is in
the soils of the top two zones of the 12 000 km mountain. Even
though this cold trapping potential is higher than that of the
2226 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232
other PPPs under the same circumstances the low absolute
value suggests that cold trapping is insignicant as it is lower
than the threshold of 10% indicating uniform soil concentra-
tions with altitude. In fact, 0.1 is the highest value of MCP
assigned in a mountain in which no discernible mechanism of
upslope enrichment is present (see Fig. S1†).

Having partially disentangled the different deposition
processes (Fig. 2), the temporal scales at which they operate
become a question. Fig. 5 compares MCPs for four different
deposition regimes as a function of time: wet-gaseous deposi-
tion (blue); dry-particle and dry-gaseous deposition (burgundy);
dry-gaseous deposition (orange); dry-gaseous deposition in the
absence of a temperature gradient (green). Each curve repre-
sents the PPP with the highest MCP subject to that regime, but
all on the default mountain. It is again clear that, in time, wet-
gaseous deposition leads to much greater MCPs than the other
processes, followed by combined dry processes, dry-gaseous
alone and dry-gaseous with no temperature gradient. The initial
rates of increase in MCP are intriguing: the model suggests that
for a handful of years, novel contaminants that undergo dry
deposition processes will accumulate in soils at high elevations
more rapidly than those undergoing wet-gaseous deposition.
This at rst appears counter-intuitive, as wet deposition ought
to occur much more rapidly than dry, but this seeming
contradiction is the likely explanation: because of rapid depo-
sition PPPs that are wet scavenged take longer to reach the
higher zones in the model. Aer an initial phase the wet-
gaseous line quickly outpaces the dry processes line. This initial
phase occurs below the MCP threshold of 0.1 noted above, so
while the PPPs are collecting in the soils of the highest two
zones, upslope enrichment is not yet occurring. Wet and dry
processes are again difficult to separate at this juncture, as they
both cross this threshold at the same simulated time. The dry-
gaseous processes with and without a temperature gradient
both eventually cross the threshold aer twice and four-fold the
time of the faster processes, respectively.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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The role of spatial scale in cold-trapping

Fig. 6 contains chemical space plots of the results from altering
the size of the simulatedmountain. The names assigned to each
scenario give an idea of the scale: they are not meant to suggest
that the results represent cold-trapping in, for instance, the
entire Northern Hemisphere. The 120 km long RANGE scenario
has the greatest MCP values for PPPs with a KWA band at
log10 KWA �3.5 and KOA band at log10 KOA of �8. MCP25 for the
larger mountains shows that as the length of the mountain
increases the bands of high MCP move to lower values of
log10 KWA and log10 KOA: the 12 000 km HEMISPHERE moun-
tain has a KWA band at log10 KWA �2.5 and a KOA band at
log10 KOA �7, but because the maximum MCP25 for this enor-
mous mountain is very small compared to the smaller moun-
tains, this is not visible (Fig. 6). These features are apparent
when the CSP is scaled to its own maximum (Fig. S3d†).

Increasing the length of the mountains increases a PPP's
residence time in the model domain. The velocity of the wind is
the same in each of these simulations, so it takes longer for the
contaminants to move to the higher zones on the longer
mountains. This change in residence time can account in part
for the changes in the locations of both the KWA and KOA bands.
The PPPs that exhibit the highest MCP on the 12 km mountain
partition from the air to water more than those on the
increasingly longer mountains: the difference between the
smallest and largest mountains is an order of magnitude – that
is, 1 log unit. The increased residence time allows more time for
wet-gaseous deposition, so every PPP is more likely to be scav-
enged prior to reaching the highest two zones: that is not to say
the shi signicantly affects the fate of every PPP, but only those
falling within the KWA band. As a result, PPPs being washed out
of the gas phase to the soil in the highest two zones of the
largest mountain are those that partition slightly less to water
than air than those on the smallest mountain. The shi of the
KOA bands to lower values as the size of the mountains increase
is similarly explained and also moves about 1 log unit from the
PEAK scenario to the HEMISPHERE scenario.
Fig. 6 MCP25 as a function of scale, with all CSPs recolored to the MCPmax in this
figure of 0.5: the vertical scale is the mountain length in km.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
That, when allowed to run for longer periods, the KWA and
KOA bands of the longer mountains approach the values found
on the smaller mountains also points to residence time as the
driver behind the observed differences in MCP25. For real
contaminants on real mountains, this suggests that for some
species, whether or not it is found to exhibit upslope enrich-
ment in part depends on the length of time it has been emitted
to the environment.
The role of precipitation in mountain cold-trapping

The simulations involving scale suggested that precipitation is an
extremely important process in determining which PPPs exhibit
the highest MCPs, and this is bolstered by examining the results
of the precipitation scenarios. Fig. 7 displays the CSPs for all of
the precipitation scenarios. The DEFAULT scenario, recoloured
to the MCPMAX for the whole gure, appears for reference. In the
extreme case of NORAIN there is no KWA band at all, and the
broad log KOA band is centred somewhere between 8 and 8.5.
Without rain to wash contaminants from the atmosphere to the
soil the preference of a PPP for water or gas phases becomes
irrelevant. Soil moisture in these simulations was not a function
of the rate of precipitation, and was set at a constant. In the
NORAIN scenario it had to be set quite low to prevent relatively
hydrophilic PPPs from partitioning strongly to the moisture in
the soil compartment. Please see the ESI† for further information
about the treatment of soil water and its impact on this scenario.

While the KOA band for the LESSRAIN scenario remains
similar to the band from NORAIN, it is at a higher KOA value
than in the default scenario and much higher than in the
MORERAIN scenario. Clearly there is a threshold below which
rain is too scarce to scavenge particles efficiently enough to be
more important than dry deposition processes. The KWA band in
MORERAIN is shied towards the gas-phase and in LESSRAIN
towards the water phase compared to the default. It appears
that increased rain volume means PPPs that have a greater
preference for the gas phase with respect to both water and
particles exhibit mountain cold-trapping.

The BOTRAIN scenario results (Fig. 7, lower right) have no
KWA band: under these conditions no rain occurs in the highest
two zones, so there is no wet contribution to high MCP. Upslope
enrichment occurs only for PPPs that undergo dry gaseous and
particle bound deposition which occurs at the same log10 KOA as
in the NORAIN scenario. There is still a threshold of KWA below
which PPPs are washed out in lower zones, so precipitation still
plays a role in determining MCP, unlike in the NORAIN scenario.

Fig. 7, upper right is the CSP for the TOPRAIN scenario: it
stands out from the others with an MCPMAX double that of any
other scenario. The highest MCP is for PPPs with a log10 KWA of
around 3.5. In contrast, the same size mountain with no gradient
in the precipitation rate (Fig. 7, le) has an MCPMAX where the
two bands overlap at log10 KWA of 3. This bolsters the assertion
above that the upper limit on KWA to give high MCP is caused by
PPPs being washed out in the lower zones of themountain.When
the rain is small or nil in the lower compartments a wider range
of PPPs with higher KWA arrive in the higher zones and are
deposited to soils by the ample precipitation there.
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232 | 2227
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Fig. 7 MCP25 as a function of precipitation: the 4 scenarios with the same amount of precipitation in each zone are NORAIN (0 m a�1), LESSRAIN (0.1 m a�1), the
default (1 m a�1) and MORERAIN (10 m a�1); the TOPRAIN scenario and the BOTRAIN scenario have precipitation gradients; all CSPs are recolored to the MCPMAX of 0.7
in this figure.
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Another feature of TOPRAIN is that the KOA band has lower
MCPs than the KWA band – in fact MCPs in this band are no
higher than the default. It still exists, meaning there is still a
balance between not getting to the highest zones and not being
trapped in the model domain based on partitioning to soil or
particles, but it is relatively less important to high MCP than
gaseous precipitation scavenging in the higher zones. In other
words, there is an upper limit to the effect of precipitation
scavenging on particle bound contaminants, most likely
because the concentration of particles in air is nite.

One aspect of precipitation not explored here is the effect of
its intermittent nature.24,25 The issue was deemed too complex
for the scope of this study, because it would require the
consideration of lengths and intensity of precipitation events,
the lengths of the intervals between such events, and the rela-
tive temporal arrangement of the precipitation events at
different altitudes. Because wet precipitation has a role to play
in both mitigating and enhancing mountain cold-trapping, we
suspect that scenarios with intermittent precipitation would
lead both to higher and lower MCP than scenarios with the
continuous rain assumption.
The role of atmospheric particle concentration in mountain
cold-trapping

Altering the precipitation scenarios revealed that dry deposition
is very important for PPPs whose MCPMAX are dictated by their
2228 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232
KOA values. This is somewhat surprising, given the effectiveness
of scavenging of particles by precipitation, but the above
scenarios also revealed a limit to the efficiency of wet-particle-
bound cold-trapping, perhaps because of a dearth of particles in
the atmosphere: the actual mass of contaminant sorbed to
particles depends strongly on the concentration of particles
available for sorption.

CSPs from the MOREPART and the LESSPART scenarios are
shown in Fig. 8, along with the default and NOPART scenarios,
all recoloured to MCPMAX for the entire gure. The default
mountain results and the LESSPART results are largely similar
in that MCPMAX for both occurs at log10 KWA �3.5. The KOA band
at log10 KOA �8 seen in the default is less strong, much broader
and centred around log10 KOA �8.5 in the LESSPART scenario.
The reduced availability of particles to which to sorb reduces the
mass of these PPPs deposited to the soils of the highest two
zones, and thus their MCPs, but does not markedly change their
identities: the band is slightly broader towards the organic
matter side, however, showing once again that a decrease in the
available phase causes a shi of the corresponding band of
MCP towards that phase.

The most striking feature of the MOREPART scenario is that
the KOA band shows very high MCP values, which is not seen in
any other scenario with uniform rain in all zones. The increased
availability of particles causes greater masses of semi-volatile
PPPs to be sorbed and thus deposited, increasing the impor-
tance of particle-bound relative to wet-gaseous deposition. The
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 8 MCP25 as a function of the amount of organic particles in the atmosphere,
all recoloured to the MCPMAX of 0.4 in this figure; the NOPART scenario, LESSPART,
default and MOREPART had no particles, volume fractions of atmospheric parti-
cles of 0, 10�12, 10�11 and 10�10, respectively.
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KOA band is also centred on log10 KOA �7.5, a half-log unit lower
than the default mountain. As well, the increased particle
concentration causes an increase in the amount of a PPP with a
slightly higher KOA that will be removed from the atmosphere to
the soil before reaching the highest two zones, and decreases
the amount of a PPP with a slightly lower KOA that will be
deposited in those two highest zones.

That the PVF has such a clear inuence on MCP acts as
evidence that, under these conditions, sorption to particles and
their subsequent deposition is a more important process than
dry-gaseous deposition to soil in driving upslope enrichment of
contaminants in surface media. This stems, in part, from dry-
gaseous deposition occurring only at the air/soil interface, while
sorption to particles and their scavenging by precipitation both
occur throughout the entire volume of the atmosphere. A note
about the relative importance of dry- and wet-particle-bound
deposition appears in the ESI.†

The role of temperature in mountain cold-trapping

The phrase ‘cold-trapping’ indicates that temperature is a key
driver in causing contaminants to undergo upslope enrich-
ment. More precisely, the phrase suggests that a gradient in
temperature from the bottom to the top is a requirement for a
mountain to exhibit upslope enrichment of a contaminant. The
effect of the steepness and range of this temperature gradient
on MCP was explored using a set of scenarios in MountainPOP.
CSPs of the results from these calculations are in Fig. 9.

As with the CSPs from the other scenario sets, all show the
familiar KWA and KOA bands. However, from the COLDdT to the
WARMdT to the HOTdT (Fig. 9, le) there is a change in
the location of these bands of about one half log unit away from
the air phase to the condensed phases, water and organic
matter. That is, the balance point between a PPP partitioning so
much to the gas phase that it moves through the model without
being deposited and partitioning so much to the condensed
phases that it does not travel up the mountain changes with the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
temperature. Recall, however, that the axes display the equi-
librium partitioning coefficients of each PPP at 25 �C, not at the
model temperature: the transitions from air to water or air to
soil or particles are occurring at the same KWAs and KOAs,
respectively, but at different points in each virtual mountain.
Thus, in colder scenarios more volatile PPPs have high MCPs
than on warmer mountains, and vice versa.

Fig. 9, middle is the CSP for the MAXdT scenario. It has bands
of highMCP at log10 KWA�3.5 and log10 KOA�8. In that regard it
is similar to the CSP for the WARMdT scenario. The magnitudes
of MCP between the two are quite different, however: the MCPmax

for the WARMdT scenario is 0.46, while that for the MAXdT
scenario is 0.83. In the extreme scenarios where the temperature
gradient is removed altogether this pattern is reinforced: the
NOdT0 scenario assigns relatively high MCP to more volatile
PPPs than any other temperature scenario, while the NOdT40
scenario assigns relatively high MCP to less volatile PPPs (Fig. 9,
right). The NOdT20 scenario assigns its highest MCPs to a very
similar set of PPPs to those scenarios that have the same mean
mountain temperature, MAXdT and WARMdT. However, the
absoluteMCPMAX values for the NOdT scenarios are very low, and
always less than 0.07. This is below the 0.1 threshold that indi-
cates equal concentrations in the soils of all zones.

Overall, the temperature simulations limited to 25 years
reveal two things: the identities of the PPPs assigned high MCPs
depend strongly on the mean temperature of a mountain; the
magnitudes of the MCP assigned to those PPPs depend strongly
on the slope of the temperature gradient, and without a
gradient upslope enrichment does not occur. A brief discussion
on the effect of a temperature gradient on the global scale
appears in the ESI.†
On the differences between mountain and polar cold-trapping

That scale alone cannot account for all the difference predicted
between mountain and polar cold-trapping indicates additional
factors must contribute to the lower volatility of PPPs under-
going mountain cold-trapping compared to those undergoing
polar cold-trapping. One clear difference between the models is
that the top of the mountain is open and allows contaminants
to move out of the modelled domain, while on the global scale
contaminants that leave the highest latitudes cycle back to
lower, warmer latitudes where they are less likely to deposit, and
then can move back again to the higher latitudes. This would
mean that higher volatility species are more likely to collect in
the highest latitudes than those that collect in the highest
mountain elevations.

The precipitation scenarios offer little in the way of
explaining the model differences. The globe is somewhat like
the BOTRAIN scenario, as precipitation rates decrease from the
mid-latitudes to the poles. However, while the strength of cold-
trapping is expected to be different, the identities of the cold-
trapped species on the KOA band remain the same. Further-
more, model simulations of the Arctic show the highest
contamination potentials along a KWA band, which does not
match the BOTRAIN scenario, which sits at an extreme with zero
precipitation in the highest zones.
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232 | 2229
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Fig. 9 CSPs of MCP25 from the temperature scenarios: the COLDdT, WARMdT and HOTdT scenarios each span 20 �C centred at 10 �C, 20 �C and 30 �C respectively,
while the MAXdT scenario spans 40 �C centred at 20 �C, and all are recoloured to MCPMAX for the dT results; the NOdT0, NOdT20 and NOdT40 scenarios had 0 �C, 20 �C
AND 40 �C, respectively, in all five zones of the mountain and are recoloured to the MCPMAX from the NOdT results.
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In contrast to individual mountains, the atmospheric
particle concentration on the global scale may vary substan-
tially. This may explain part of the difference in the results when
modelling mountain versus polar cold-trapping. The global
scale model contains fewer particles in the polar atmospheres
than at lower latitudes: as we see here where fewer particles are
available dry-gaseous deposition becomes more important than
dry particle-bound deposition, which favours deposition of
more volatile species, specically along the KOA axis. As Moun-
tainPOP is not congured to accept different concentrations of
atmospheric particles in different zones, this was not explored
further.

Overall, the differences between mountain and polar cold-
trapping appear to be a complex combination of all of the
factors manipulated here, and perhaps others. The following
conjecture may be considered, where low refers to the bottom of
the mountain and low latitudes, and top the mountaintop and
Earth's poles: the much longer travel distance at the global scale
dictates species must be generally more volatile to reach the top
without being removed; lower particle concentrations at the top
of the Globe cause both dry- and wet-gaseous deposition to be
greater drivers of cold-trapping, simultaneously shiing the KOA

band to more volatile species while increasing the relative MCP
of the KWA band, despite the lower precipitation; species that
are deposited but revolatilize at the Globe's top are likely to re-
circulate and redeposit at the Globe's top, again cold-trapping
more volatile species in the global model than the mountain
model, from which they are free to depart.
Implications for identifying mountain cold-trapping in the
eld

The present work examines only virtual mountains to elucidate
potential mechanisms of mountain col-trapping and the factors
that control them. No seasonality is included, precipitation
occurs at a constant rate and there is no snow compartment
in the model. Furthermore, the investigated hypothetical
2230 | Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232
chemicals do not degrade and only enter the system at the
lowest elevation. Despite this lack of reality, these results can
aid in the interpretation of eld measurements in which
samples are collected along an elevational transect and
analyzed for organic pollutants.

The model reveals that the key environmental factors that
lead to strong mountain cold-trapping are a high atmospheric
organic particle load, a strong gradient of precipitation that
increases upslope, and a large temperature gradient from the
valley to the mountaintop. The rst is illuminated in the
MOREPART scenario which increases the magnitude of the KOA

band, the second in the TOPRAIN scenario which gives greater
magnitude to the KWA band and the third in the MAXdT
scenario which increases the magnitude of both the KOA and the
KWA bands. This suggests that the optimal conditions for cold-
trapping should exist where all three of these conditions are
present. Here a detail not captured within the model is revealed:
the volume fraction of particles is not affected by precipitation
(this is necessary because rain is notmodelled as episodic, but it
rains a little bit all of the time). In reality, on a mountain where
rain falls low on the mountain the atmospheric particles are
quite readily washed from the air and are thus not available to
sorb contaminants higher on the mountain. On a mountain
where rain falls only at the higher elevations, as in the TOPRAIN
scenario, this low elevation washout would not occur and this
relatively higher concentration of available particles for sorp-
tion would cause an increase in the relative magnitude of
mountain cold-trapping. The Northern slopes of the European
Alps make good candidates for real mountains on which
precipitation falls more at the top than the foot of the moun-
tains. This is because the air arriving from the North is likely not
too close to 100% relative humidity. This means that it can
undergo a certain amount of orographic upli, and hence
cooling, without reaching saturation, and forming clouds and
precipitation. Furthermore, before reaching the foot of the Alps
the air passes over areas of high population density and
industry, where anthropogenic emissions of organic particles
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 10 Real chemicals in the CSP overlain on the results of the DEFAULT scenario:
the fluorotelomer alcohols (FTOHs, in pink, data from ref. 27) tend to reside in the
atmosphere and are not predicted to exhibit mountain cold trapping; poly-
halogenated dibenzo-p-dioxins (P[FClBr]DDs, in purple, from ref. 31) favour organic
matter strongly and are not predicted to be cold-trapped; small semifluorinated
alkanes (SFAs, in red, from ref. 32) are quite volatile but also partition to organic
matter and may undergo mountain cold-trapping; the polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs, in dark blue30) span a wide range of partitioning properties, and those of
intermediate properties are expected to undergo mountain cold-trapping on the
DEFAULT mountain; perfluoroalkylsulfonamides (PFAS, in bright green, from ref. 27)
are expected to undergo strong mountain cold-trapping; were simple, non-water-
miscible alcohols (in light blue, from ref. 29) persistent, they would also exhibit
mountain cold-trapping; the black triangle masks the area where log KOW is greater
than 11, where no organic chemicals fall.33
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are quite high, and over densely forested areas and areas of
intense agriculture, where natural organic substances are
emitted which can undergo processing into larger secondary
organic particles capable of sorbing SVOCs. Additionally, the
great height of the European Alps causes a large temperature
difference between the bases and the summits. All together,
these ought to lead to strong mountain cold-trapping of SVOCs
that lie along both the KWA and the KOA bands.

The air arriving at the Southern slope of the Himalayas
during monsoon season also arrives with a high concentration
of atmospheric particles. Annual background concentrations of
inhalable particles in the area hover around 50 mg m�3,
comparable to concentrations in urban areas in the West.26

These air masses are famously laden with vast quantities of
water vapour as well, having earlier origins over the oceans, yet
oen arrive at the base of themountains without raining out the
water or the particles. Upon meeting the foothills, the air
undergoes orographic upli, and undergoes cooling, leading to
the torrential monsoon rains of the Khasi Hills. It generally
rains less further upslope, which shouldmean themagnitude of
cold-trapping would be less than in the European Alps, and if
the bulk of the particles are indeed washed out low on the
mountain, SVOCs associated with the KOA band would not likely
reach higher elevations.

In general, one can expect to nd that different contami-
nants are undergoing cold-trapping in different mountains. In
particular, mountains with different mean temperatures will
sequester different pollutants at high elevations. Where in the
mountain system precipitation occurs will also affect which
pollutants are found at high elevations. And precipitation
together with the magnitude of the temperature difference
between the bottom and the top of the mountain will dictate
whether or not cold-trapping is observed at all: without suffi-
cient deposition differences, concentration differences between
sites driven by cold-trapping will be smaller than the variability
caused by other factors.

No real chemicals are modelled in this work: PPPs do not
degrade by any means, but simply cycle until leaving the model
domain. However, one can get an idea of what real chemicals
may exhibit mountain cold-trapping by locating them in the
chemical space by their partitioning properties at 25 �C. Fig. 10
displays a few example groups of chemicals overlain on the
results from the DEFAULT Scenario. Sufficiently persistent
chemicals that overlap areas of high MCP are theorized to be
found at greater concentrations high on mountain slopes than
near the bottoms of mountains.

The polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) span a wide range of
partitioning properties (Fig. 10, dark blue). Were these overlain
on the CSPs from the different temperature scenarios it would
suggest that different congeners will be cold-trapped on
different mountains. Warm, tropical mountains, such as the
mountains of Costa Rica or Brazil, are predicted to cold-trap
tetra- and penta-chlorinated PCBs (e.g. PCB52, PCB101), while
cold high-latitude mountains, such as those of the Alaskan
Brooks Range or Western Scandinavia, are predicted to trap
lighter mono-, di- and tri-chlorinated PCBs (e.g. PCB3, PCB8,
PCB15).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
At the very top of Fig. 10 are some semi-uorinated alkanes
(SFAs, in red), although most of these appear at KWA values that
are lower than those in the gure. Imagining this band on the
CSPs of the particle scenarios suggests that without sufficient
particles in the air, the SFAs will not exhibit mountain cold-
trapping, but will be cold-trapped where particles are plentiful.
It follows that onemight expect to nd SFAs cold-trapped on the
highly urbanized mountains North of Vancouver, but not on
Mount Erebus in Antarctica.

The model predicts that the family of per-
uoroalkylsulfonamides (PFASs, in light green), precursors to
peruorosulfonates,27,28 may exhibit strong mountain cold-
trapping as they fall directly in the area of overlapping bands of
the DEFAULT Scenario. Placed on the CSPs from the particle
scenarios the positions of the PFASs would suggest that the
amount and nature of available atmospheric particles would
have little impact on their cold-trapping. However, overlaying
them over the precipitation or temperature CSPs hints that on a
mountain that was too dry or too warm the PFASs would
undergo much less upslope enrichment than on the DEFAULT
mountain. PFASs fall in the zone in which the TOPRAIN
scenario predicts the strongest mountain cold-trapping. Some
of the Spring Mountains of Nevada are wetter on the top than
the bottom. Surrounded by desert, air on these mountains must
undergo signicant upli before cooling to the dew point and
thus precipitation is greater higher on the mountains than at
their bases, thus PFASs may be found to undergo very strong
Environ. Sci.: Processes Impacts, 2013, 15, 2220–2232 | 2231
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mountain cold-trapping there. At the other extreme are some
Southern sections of the Andes Mountains: with no precipita-
tion to bring contaminants to the surface high in the moun-
tains, and with bountiful rain on the coastal mountains below
to washout contaminants, levels of all organic contaminants are
expected to be the same or lower on these mountaintops than in
the surrounding area.

Beyond degradation, an additional confounding factor is the
history of the pollutant itself, including at what stage it is in its
production life-cycle when measured: here, PPPs are released at
a constant rate for an unlimited time, while actual pollutants
are not. The typical pesticidal POP, for instance, is emitted at
low rates upon introduction and at increasing rates as it
becomes more widely used, with emissions peaking at the point
that phase-out begins and eventually falling to zero when
completely banned. As primary emissions drop previous sinks
become secondary sources of some pollutants. An animation
of MCP as a function of time for PPPs with a 50 years,
sinusoidal emissions curve and 100 additional years without
emissions can be found at http://www.utsc.utoronto.ca/
�westgate/MCPinTime.gif. It is apparent that a wide range of
PPPs exhibit mountain cold-trapping at different stages of this
progression, although absolute concentrations in the latter
third of the simulation are quite low.
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